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S
urface plasmons are currently a subject
of intense interest due to their wide
range of applications in both biological

and physical sciences.1 Localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in nanoparti-
cles can create areas of high electromag-
netic (EM) field enhancement, known as hot
spots, on which many applications of plas-
monics are based.2�4 For instance, these field
enhancements amplify Raman scattering,

leading to what is known as surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)5 or sur-
face-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA).6,7

They can also transfer electromagnetic en-
ergy efficiently from the near to the far field.
The effect of this can be seen in far-field
absorption, scattering, and extinction cross
section spectra.1,4

In complex structures, consisting of sev-
eral nanoparticles, the EM coupling between
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ABSTRACT

Flexible control over the near- and far-field properties of plasmonic nanostructures is important for many potential applications, such as surface-enhanced

Raman scattering and biosensing. Generally, any change in the polarization of the incident light leads to a change in the nanoparticle's near-field

distribution and, consequently, in its far-field properties as well. Therefore, producing polarization-invariant optical responses in the far field from a

changing near field remains a challenging issue. In this paper, we probe experimentally the optical properties of cruciform pentamer structures;as an

example of plasmonic oligomers;and demonstrate that they exhibit such behavior due to their symmetric geometrical arrangement. We demonstrate

direct control over hot spot positions in sub-20 nm gaps, between disks of 145 nm diameter at a wavelength of 850 nm, by means of scattering scanning

near-field optical microscopy. In addition, we employ the coupled dipole approximation method to define a qualitative model revealing the relationship

between the near and far field in such structures. The near-field profiles depend on particular mode superpositions excited by the incident field and, thus,

are expected to vary with the polarization. Consequently, we prove analytically that the far-field optical properties of pentamers have to be polarization-

independent due to their rotational symmetry.

KEYWORDS: near-field optical microscopy . symmetry . polarization independence . plasmonic oligomers
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the plasmon resonances of the individual elements
results in hybridized plasmon modes.8�11 These hybri-
dized modes can display a wide range of interesting
far-field properties, such as subradiance, superradi-
ance, or asymmetric line shapes.8�13 Their optical
properties are highly sensitive to perturbations such
as symmetry breaking, shape imperfections, and change
of dielectric environment, whichmakes themwell suited
for sensing applications.1�4 Dolmens, ring-disk cavities,
and core�shell structures are examples exhibiting ex-
traordinary near-field and far-field responses.3,14�16 A
common feature in such structures is that their optical
responses are polarization-dependent. In other words, the
strongvariationofnear-field intensitywith thepolarization
of incident light has a direct influence on the far-field
response of these structures. On the other hand, the
design of structures for which the positions of near-field
hot spots can be controlled by polarization (while main-
taining an equal excitation efficiency, i.e., equal extinction
cross section) has received much less attention.
Recently, a number of research groups have re-

ported the design of novel nanostructures with polar-
ization-invariant far-field responses, such as metal�
insulator�metal stacks with a nanostructured top
silver film17 and rotor-shaped structures.18 Further-
more, some theoretical articles have predicted this
effect in coupled dielectric waveguides19 and petal
nanoflowers.20 In addition, theoretical studies have re-
vealed a direct link between the polarization indepen-
denceof all far-field cross sectionsand thenanostructures'
rotational symmetry.21 Planar symmetric clusters of plas-
monic nanoparticles, also called oligomers,5,10,22�31 have
recently been proposed as candidates for polarization-
independent far-field optical properties, while their near-
field distribution varies.21,32,33

A number of studies have imaged the near-field pat-
terns within oligomers using a variety of techniques,34,5

including scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM) in the mid infrared.25,35,36 How-
ever, to date, a comprehensive study including experi-
mental data showing the relationship between the near-
and far-field properties of plasmonic nanoparticles with
respect to thepolarization is stillmissing. In this paper, we
conduct such a study on planar pentamers in the near
infrared as an example of a plasmonic oligomer.
In particular, here we show experimentally that the

extinction spectra for different polarizations are iden-
tical. We develop an analytical model based on the
coupled dipole approximation (CDA). This model al-
lows us to analyze the optical response of the penta-
mer in terms of eigenmodes. It turns out that such a
mode decomposition does depend on the incident
polarization and so does the near-field distribution.
At the same time, we rigorously prove that the far-field
response is polarization-independent solely due to the
geometric symmetry, without any additional condi-
tions imposed on a given system, such as near-field

distributions. Subsequently, we image the near-field
distribution around the pentamer structure with an
s-SNOM in the near-infrared (at 850 nm) to detect the
hot spots in∼15 nmgaps between the pentamer disks,
which are∼145 nm in diameter. Our near-field images
are in very good agreement with theoretical predic-
tions, showing clearly that the near-field distribution is
highly polarization-dependent.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a demonstrates the scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) image of Au pentamer arrays consist-
ing of central circular disks surroundedby four triangle-
shaped nanoparticles. The AFM image in the bottom
left inset of Figure 1a shows that the particles' side
walls are very close to vertical. The external diameters
of all elements and interparticle gaps are 145 and
15 nm, respectively. The numerically simulated and
experimentally measured optical responses of the
pentamers for polarizations of 0, 45, and 90 degrees
with respect to the x-axis are displayed in Figure 1b and
c, respectively. Both numerical and experimental re-
sults show clearly that the far-field optical properties
are independent of the polarization.
This invariance of the extinction cross sections with

polarization can be explained by the geometrical sym-
metry of the pentamer nanoclusters. Indeed, it has re-
cently been shown theoretically that the effect of polar-
ization on the extinction, absorption, and scattering cross
sections is inherently connected to the symmetry of the
scattering system.21 For any scattering system described
through the CDA, the far-field cross sections σ can be
expressed as the expectation value of the corresponding
matrix M̂ with the incident field polarization E0,

σi ¼ Et0M̂iE0 (1)

where i stands for extinction, scattering, or absorption
cross section. Subsequently, by choosing to describe
each cross section in terms of its related matrix M̂i, we
are able to retain information on how the incident
field's polarization affects the cross section for a given
propagation direction. This form is useful for the
analysis because it has been shown21 that each matrix
M̂ must commute with the symmetry operators that
correspond to the structure's symmetry. As such, we
can relate the far-field cross sections to the structure's
symmetry using well-established group-theory princi-
ples to constrain the shape of each M̂matrix based on
the symmetry group of the associated system's geom-
etry. Inour case, thegeometryof thepentamer oligomer
will be invariant under the tetragonal group of symme-
try operations (C4v), where the operations are centered
on the normal axis of the structure. Furthermore,
as we only consider normal incidence for the pentamer
system, we can neglect the z-direction and regard
both the M̂ matrix and C4v symmetry operations as
being two-dimensional. The two-dimensional symmetry
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operations for the pentamer are then from the doubly
degenerate E irreducible representation of the C4v sym-
metry group (see Table 1).
The direct application of Schur's Lemma requires

that the only way the operator M̂ can commute
with all elements of this two-dimensional irreducible

representation without being trivial (i.e., all zeros) is
if M̂ is a multiple of the identity matrix:

M̂i ¼ ai 0
0 ai

� �
(ai∈R ) (2)

As such, all three cross sections of the pentamer at
normal incidence must be proportional to the magni-
tude of the incident field only and are subsequently
completely independent of polarization. Additionally,
given that the optical theorem37 directly relates the
amplitude of the forward scattering to the extinction
cross section, a corollary of whatwehave shownhere is
that the transmission of the pentamer will also be
independent of polarization. Therefore, this gives the
unintuitive prediction that the polarization-dependent
near field does not affect these measures of scattering
that exist in both the near and far fields.
To consider the near-field origin of such behavior in

the pentamer structure, we analyze its response in
terms of eigenmodes as described in ref 38. It is known
that Fano resonances can be generated purely from
the interference of nonorthogonal collective eigen-
modes, which themselves can be identified based
on the coupled-dipole approximation. As the size of
the particles in the pentamer system is smaller than the
wavelength, the dipole responses of the individual
particles are dominant, and we can subsequently
analyze the system's optical response qualitatively
with an array of coupled dipoles. In Figure 2, the CDA
applied to the pentamer system with spherical parti-
cles (whereas the experiment uses four triangular
particles around a central disk) shows a qualitative
correlation with the experimental results and, thus,
justifies this approach. It is worth noting that, as long
as the dipole polarization is a concern, the difference
in the shape results only in a change of the constants
in the polarizability expression and the depen-
dence of the polarizability on the problem's para-
meters essentially remains the same. Thus a par-
ticle absorbs or emits radiation as a point-like dipole.
This justifies that Au nanospheres can be used in
analytical calculations (based on the Mie scatter-
ing method) to predict the optical responses of Au
nanodisks.13,23

The effect of symmetry can be investigated analyti-
cally, without explicitly solving for the pentamer's
eigenmodes, because each eigenmode must be either

TABLE 1. Character Table for the E Irreducible Represen-

tation of the C4v Symmetry Groupa

C4v E C2 2C4 2σv 2σd

(xz, yz) (x, y)
(Rx, Ry )

)
E 2 �2 0 0 0

a The matrix representation of any symmetry operation that acts on either the
incident field or pentamer geometry will have the characters listed here.

Figure 1. (a) SEM images of a periodic array of pentamers.
The left inset shows anAFM image. The right inset is a close-
up image of one pentamer. (b) Simulated extinction cross
sections and (c) experimental extinction (1� Transmission)
spectra at polarization directions of 0�, 45�, and 90� with
respect to the x-axis. Spectra for 45� and 90� are slightly
shifted vertically to avoid their overlap.
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degenerate with or identical to their own symmetry-
operated version, which is also itself an eigenmode. In
order to consider the eigenmodes rigorously, the penta-
mer's response will be described by the dipole moment
vectors at each of the five particles. To denote and
emphasize this point, wewill express both thepentamer's
response and thefield acting on it as the concatenation of
all the dipolemoment vectors or the incident field vectors
at each particle (respectively). We will use state “bra-ket”
notation to differentiate these new concatenated vectors
fromtheir constituent three-element vectors. In this sense,
the symmetry operations, which act on these concate-
nated vector states, will be described by unitary matrices.
To begin, we consider some basis of linearly independent
eigenmodes of the pentamer system {|υiæ}, which span
the space of all possible incident field polarizations. In
such a basis, each incident field state will have a unique
decomposition into the pentamer's eigenmodes. So we
can express an x-polarized incident field |Exæ and the
corresponding response of the system |F(Ex)æ as a linear
combination of eigenmodes:

jExæ ¼ ∑
i

aijυiæw jF(Ex)æ ¼ ∑
i

aiλijυiæ (ai, λi∈C) (3)

where λi is the eigenvalue of |υiæ and the set of ai are
the unique coefficients in the linear combination of
eigenvectors that describes the x-polarized incident field.

We can then relate x- and y-polarized incident fields
through the rotation of the whole system by π/2, and,
given that this rotation is a symmetry operation R̂, the
rotated eigenmodes R̂|υiæ will still be eigenmodes of
the system. Therefore a y-polarized incident field can be
written in terms of the eigenmode decomposition of the
x-polarized incident field as

jEyæ ¼ R̂jExæ ¼ ∑
i

aiR̂jυiæ (4)

For the pentamer system, therefore, a corollary of
the degeneracy of its eigenmodes under symmetry
operations is that any eigenmode excited by an
x-polarized field will have a degenerate partner that
is excited by a y-polarized field. This is in agreement
with the irreducibility postulate,39,40 which states
that any eigenmode associated with a doubly de-
generate irreducible representation must itself be
2-fold degenerate. This degeneracy can be observed
in Figure 3. Moreover, this figure shows that the
response of the system at multiple polarizations
can be expressed in terms of no more than six
distinct eigenmodes.
We can then take advantage of the fact that any

weighted sum of the x and y eigenmodes in a degen-
erate pair must itself be an eigenmode and share the
same eigenvalue as both the original eigenmodes.

jυ0iæ ¼ xjυiæþ yR̂jυiæ (x, y∈C) (5)

The decomposition of an arbitrarily polarized incident
field into the x and y components will always result in a
weighted sum of the degenerate x-type and y-type
eigenmodes. Each eigenmode pair can therefore be
presented in terms of a single eigenmode that will be

Figure 3. Simulation results showing (a) profiles of the six
eigenmodes that describe all the responses of the pentamer
structure under normal-incidence plane-wave excitation
and (b) the corresponding eigenmode decomposition of
the pentamer's response at three different polarizations.
Degeneracy between the x- and y-polarized eigenmodes is
labeled as being x- and y-type. All eigenmode profiles are
for the wavelength denoted with ii and, thus, show only the
real components of the dipole moments, defined as being
in-phase with the incident field.

Figure 2. CDA simulation results of a gold nanosphere
pentamer under two different polarizations showing (a)
extinction spectra and (b) associated near-field dipole mo-
ment profiles at the two extinction peaks i and ii. The
extinction spectra show a qualitative match to that of the
experiment and a complete independence of the incident
light's polarization despite near-field variations. The penta-
mer system here is constructed of nanospheres in free
space, where the central nanosphere has a 145 nmdiameter
and the outer nanospheres have 135 nm diameters with
15 nm interparticle separations. Dipole profiles show only
the real components of the dipole moments, which are
defined as being in phase with the incident field.
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degenerate with any other weighted sum of the same
x and y eigenmodes (i.e., other polarizations).

jE0æ ¼ xjExæþ yjEyæ
¼ x(∑

i

aijυiæ)þ y(∑
i

aiR̂jυiæ)
¼ ∑

i

aijυ0iæ (6)

This is then the origin of polarization invariance in
the pentamer structure; the eigenmodes excited by

one polarization will be degenerate with those excited
by any other polarization. However, for completeness,
wemust also show that the x and y eigenmodes of each
degenerate pair are orthogonal, otherwise the magni-
tude of each vector υ0 i is not necessarily conserved as
the polarization varies. This is best done by taking
advantage of the effect the reflection operations σ̂ in
C4v have on the incident field polarization. If we consider
the reflection with respect to the x-axis we obtain

σ̂x jExæ ¼ jExæ, σ̂xjEyæ ¼ �jEyæ (7)

However, as there is only one unique linear combination
of each incident field (|Exæ, |Eyæ) in terms of the linearly
independent eigenmodes (see eq 3), the only possible
transformation of each |υiæ and associated R̂|υiæ (where
ai 6¼ 0) under this reflection operation is

σ̂xjυiæ ¼ jυiæ, σ̂x R̂jυiæ ¼ �R̂jυiæ (8)

This statement then requires that such eigenmodes of
adegeneratepair (|υiæ and R̂|υiæ) are orthogonal as follows:

ÆυijR̂jυiæ ¼ Æυij(σ̂t
x σ̂x )R̂jυiæ ¼ (Æυijσ̂t

x )(σ̂x R̂jυiæ)

¼ �ÆυijR̂jυiæ w ÆυijR̂jυiæ ¼ 0 (9)

Therefore, the polarization of the incident field can-
not affect either the decomposition of the field into
nondegenerate eigenmodes |υ0 iæ or their amplitudes ai.

Figure 4. Dependence of each eigenmode's amplitude (aiλi)
with polarization. Importantly this shows that the total ampli-
tude of an eigenmode, i.e., the magnitude of the combined
x- and y-type eigenmodes, is independent of polarization
angle. The wavelength used in this figure is that denoted by
ii in both Figures 2 and 3

Figure 5. (a, c) Measured near-field scattering magnitude. (b, d) Simulated field intensity (|E|/|E0|)
2 (logarithmic scale) for

incident polarizations of 45� and 0�, compared to the x-axis, respectively. Insets in (a) and (c) show the AFM topography of the
pentamer, and those in (b) and (d) display the in-plane x component of the electric field.
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This result canbe seen in Figure 4,where the amplitudeof
each nondegenerate eigenmode remains constant with
polarization, in spite of the fact that the projections
onto the constituent x- and y-type eigenmodes are
varying. In this sense the polarization of the incident
field can be considered as only controlling the
“polarization” of the eigenmodes it induces, that is,
the x and y projections that create |υ0

iæ. It is worth
noting that a dynamic coupled dipole approxima-
tion, using different formalisms, can also be utilized
to reach similar conclusions.41

To complete this analysis, we show that, although
the far-field cross sections of the pentamers are polar-
ization-invariant, the near-field distribution depends
strongly on the incident polarization. Figure 5 com-
pares the measured near-field scattering magnitude
with the simulated near-field intensity (|E|/|E0|)

2 at
λ = 850 nm for different polarizations. This is close to
the wavelength of the second extinction peak (see
Figure 1) at which the near-field intensity is at its
highest.42�44 It is worth noting that although some
theoretical studies have modeled the near-field dis-
tribution in oligomers in the visible and near-IR range,
direct experimental measurements at this frequency
range have not been reported so far.
The images are taken with s-polarized illumination.

As this polarization is only weakly concentrated by the

s-SNOM probe, the scattered signal it produces is only
weakly affected by the “chemical” differences be-
tween the glass and the gold45 and is dominantly
due to the field of the plasmon resonance. Typically,
measurements of this type are done with a “cross-
polarization” scheme, i.e., s-polarized illumination and
p-polarized detection, so as to be sensitive to the
vertical component of the plasmon's field distribu-
tion.25,46�48 However, for this particular structure, this
has the unfortunate effect of masking the “hot spots”
(where the plasmon fields are largely horizontal); so
here we detect the images in the s-polarization as
well. For further details of the setup employed, see
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. The rotation
of the polarization in the experiments is achieved
by rotating the sample, keeping all the parameters
unchanged.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the numerical and

experimental results are in a good agreement with
only slight discrepancies. These arise mostly from
retardation effects, caused by the fact that the illumi-
nating beam is not impinging at normal incidence, but
60� off it due to experimental limitations (see Figures
S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information), although
slight imperfections in the fabrication process (lead-
ing to variations in shape or refractive index across
the structure) may also play a role. The phase of the

Figure 6. (a, c) Measured near-field scattering phase. (b, d) Simulated charge distributions at incident polarization direction
along 45� and 0�, respectively.
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illuminating field is therefore not constant across the
sample, as it is assumed to be in the simulations.
Figure 6 shows the phase of themeasured near-field

scattering signal at the same wavelength (850 nm)
as Figure 5. The measured phase corresponds to the
relative phase of the near-field resonances, the source
of which being particular distributions of positive and
negative charge. The phase should therefore mirror
the charge distribution. Again, Figure 6 shows a good
match between experiment and simulation. As can be
seen in near-field optical properties shown in Figures 5
and 6, both magnitude and phase in the plasmonic
pentamer are highly affected by the polarization
direction.

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the near- and far-field optical
properties of pentamer nanostructures as an example
of plasmonic oligomers. We have shown analytically
that the polarization of the incident field cannot affect

the decomposition of the field into nondegenerate
eigenmodes or their projection onto the incident field.
We have proven rigorously that the far-field polariza-
tion-independent response comes solely from the
overall symmetry of the pentamer's geometry, and
no extra conditions need to be imposed on the near-
field distribution. We have observed experimentally
that, in close agreement with our theory, the extinction
cross section of the pentamers is independent of the
polarization. Furthermore, the examination of the near-
field distribution in the pentamers using an s-SNOM
showed that the distribution is strongly dependent on
the polarization of the incident light. The pentamer
structures, therefore, offer the ability tomove hot spots
into different 15 nm gaps by rotating the incident light
polarization, without loss of the excitation efficiency for
any configuration. This property, which should be a
general property of plasmonic oligomers exhibiting
rotational symmetry, is very promising for nanoscale
control of hot spot position and sensing.

METHODS
The arrays of Au pentamers, consisting of central circular

disks surrounded by triangular-shaped components on a quartz
substrate, are fabricated by electron beam lithography (Elonix
100KV EBL system). Each array has a dimension of 50� 50 μm2,
and it consists of 60 nm thick Au nanoparticles. A 3 nm thick Ti
film is deposited on the substrate by e-beam evaporation (EB03
BOC Edwards) to increase the adhesion between Au and quartz,
followed by the evaporation of a 60 nm thick Au film and a spin-
coated 50 nm thick layer of hydrogen silsesquioxane as a
negative electroresist. After baking the sample at 200 �C for
2 min, a combined process of e-beam exposure, development,
and ion-milling is performed to create well-defined Au oligo-
mers on the substrate. The surface morphology of the fabri-
cated structures is characterized by high-resolution scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Spectroscopic characterization of the fabricated nanoparticle

arrays is carried out with a Bruker Hyperion 2000 Fourier trans-
form infrared microscope installed with a 36�, NA = 0.5
objective. The transmission (T) spectrum of each nanoparticle
array is obtained by normalizing the transmittance curve from
an array-encapsulated area with a reference spectrum taken
from a bare area in close proximity to the array. Finally, the
extinction spectrum for each array is defined as (1� T). To map
the near-field distribution around the pentamer structure,
s-SNOM is used. This technique operates by focusing light onto
the apex of a very sharp probe (radius typically >10 nm) that is
oscillating close to the sample surface. The backscattered light
from the probe is collected and combined with a reference
beam in a heterodyne detection scheme. By processing this
combined demodulated signal at frequencies corresponding to
the higher harmonics of the probe oscillation (typically the third
harmonic for near-infrared light), the magnitude and phase of
the near-field component on the sample surface can be in-
ferred, and its distribution can thus be mapped out by scann-
ing the tip across the sample. The key reason for using this
approach is its resolution; unlike diffraction-limited techniques,
the resolution is determined by the radius of curvature of the tip
of the probe, and it can be many times smaller than the
wavelength of the illuminating light.
Three-dimensional simulations are employed to calculate the

extinction cross sections of individual nanostructures by using
a commercially available finite-difference-time-domain code
(Lumerical FDTD). Lumerical FDTD is used to predict near-field

and far-field properties of proposed pentamers with similar
dimensions and with full consideration of the substrate effect,
as can be seen in Figures 1, 5, and 6. The dipole models used for
Figures 2, 3, and 4 are performed with three-dimensional
coupled electric and magnetic dipole approximation, using
electric and magnetic polarizabilities derived from the exact
scattering coefficients of Mie theory. Eigenmodes are then
calculated numerically from the interaction matrix of the
coupled-dipole simulation. Gold permittivity data, used in all
simulations and calculations, was taken from ref 49.
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